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This article is the first of a two-part study. Part I identifies Belgian art nouveau as a specifically Congo style and as "imperial modernism," created from Congo raw materials and inspired by Congo motifs-the lash, the vine, and the elephantine. Focusing closely on works by Victor Horta, Henry van de Velde, and Philippe Wolfers, Part I suggests how stylistic forms of modernism expressed a displaced encounter with a distant but encroaching imperial violence-the return of the repressor in visual form. Part II, which will appear in the next issue of West 86th, focuses on the history, visual culture, and ongoing renovation of the Royal Museum for Central Africa (originally opened in 1910), highlighting new research on expressive forms of violence, past and present, within Belgium and outside it.
Rêve qui veut ou qui peut.
-Paul Gauguin
Vouloir c'est pouvoir. -King Leopold II
Introduction: Totalities, Global and Social
In the spring of 1885, just months before the symbolists proclaimed their replacement of contingent reality with the expansive indeterminacy of the dream, Leopold II, King of the Belgians, achieved an astonishing and improbable goal: he claimed a vast new realm of his own devising, a conjury on a map called L'État indépendant du Congo, "The Congo Free State." A complaisant Parliament authorized the king to become the sovereign of this distant African realm and proceeded to fund it as an arena of investment and extraction. 1 Thus was born what historians have called an anomalous colony without a metropole, a fictional state of about twenty million people owned by the king, ruled by decree, and run from Brussels between 1885 and 1908. 2 An initially indifferent public soon hailed Leopold as a "visionary," a "clairvoyant," a "poet" and a "dreamer [rêveur]" who had broken through the torpor of his nation's limited horizons and brought the whole world into accord with his inner vision, undeterred by the constraints of a tawdry realism. 3 Enthralled citizens of Belgium and their king, who never set foot in this African domain, followed the progress of their empire at a distance through a constant stream of maps and books that showed the Free State boundaries constantly changing, pushed ever forward with each new expedition along the twists and turns of the Congo River. 4 By 1895, a decade after King Leopold had marked a wall map with a discrete rectangular box, the frontiers of the Congo Free State had swollen to ten times its original size, forming a shape-shifting and massive entity of one million square miles ( fig. 1) . 5 Its borders remained, until 1908, as pliable, indeterminate, and fluid as the curve of the Congo River that afforded its unending expansion.
In 1830, Belgium, a new nation, was itself an artificial country, a fragile entity crafted by the whim and will of the European powers that set its borders, chose its ruler, and dictated its status of perpetual neutrality. By 1905, two decades of contact with the Congo Free State had remade Belgium as a global hub, vitalized by a tentacular economy, technological prowess, and architectural grandiosity. Steamer ships loaded to bursting disgorged precious cargoes at Antwerp harbor: ivory tusks and exotic fruits, colossal and colored hardwoods. Most unusual were the cakes, disks, and coils of latex extracted from reportedly infinite supplies of wild rubber vines draping the Congo forests, described by gleeful contemporaries as a resource that fell like "manna from heaven" into the laps of the lucky Belgians and their generous and audacious king. Explorers and state agents began in 1885 to record their amazement at the profusion of tangled, flowerless vines that swooped relentlessly up, down, and across the forests ( fig. 2 ). And they expressed their astonishment that insouciant and indolent natives harvested the pitted fruits-coarse-skinned orange gourdsfor succulent snacking ( fig. 3 ). The same natives were uninterested, the reports continued-except when making an occasional musical instrument requiring a drum skin-in the "precious gums" of latex that flowed inside each and every one of these bulky, engorged vines. 6 Henry Morton Stanley sent back this enthusiastic recommendation to King Leopold, his royal employer, just after the Congo Free State was established in 1885: if every native collected a third of a pound of rubber each day, the whole enterprise would pay for itself within one year. 7 Stanley was confident that "the natives will be easily induced to collect the rubber [once] one sensible European has succeeded in teaching them what the countless vines, creepers and tendrils of their forest can produce."
8 Instead, as we now know-and as was known through mounting evidence published in the press in Belgium and internationally by 1896 -the frenzy for rubber unleashed, in a world that Joseph Conrad wrote searingly about, a wild, indiscriminate, and "monstrous" "outburst of reckless cruelty and greed" by "modern Conquistadors." 9 Other critical observers, such as Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Mark Twain, E. D. Morel, and Belgians Jules Destrée and A.-J. Wauters, noted that the brazen hypocrisy of the modern conquistadors made them even more repellent than their predecessors Cortés and Pizarro, for King Leopold and his officers shrouded their marauding plunder with appeals to civilization and the philanthropic benefits for Africa. Twain considered this odious mixture of pillage and piety as "money lust irradiated by high principle."
10 By 1908, after eight years of acrimonious debate in the Belgian Parliament, the nation was forced to annex King Leopold's realm, finally acknowledging the devastation wrought by a "red rubber" regime of forced labor, invasion terror, hostage taking, and hand severing, the last the product of a vicious accounting system which required that native troops, whose ammunition was carefully rationed, present Belgian post commanders with a severed hand for every villager killed as proof that they had not wasted bullets (figs. 4-5). Contemporary evidence pointed to widespread death and destruction during the two and a half decades of the Leopoldian regime in the Congo Free State; more recent historians estimate that between four and eight million Congolese natives died in this short period. 11 The year the photographs of Congo atrocities began circulating in the international press, Belgium was celebrating the seventy-fifth anniversary of its national independence amidst the euphoria of a soaring economy and laissez-faire expansionism at home and abroad. Observing the bustle and bulk of priceless stuffs at Antwerp port, a writer of 1905 noted that the nation of Belgium had become a real pays de Cockagne, or Land of Plenty. 12 But the state of profusion that Peter Brueghel the Elder had imagined as a compensatory fantasy amidst sixteenth-century peasant deprivation now materialized as a dazzling merchantable deluge. And Baudelaire would have been astonished to find that his "Pays de Cockagne," the dreamland of paradisiacal fullness, conformed most closely to the site of his utmost derision, that "Pauvre Belgique." 13 Baudelaire's 1864 prose poem "L'invitation au voyage" casts a vision of the infinite in the concrete images of enormous ships crammed with treasures-plants, textiles, metals, comestibles-hauled from remote places across the seas and flowing into home port. The poet laments, then ends his tale angrily as he realizes that he luxuriates only in a dream. But the vast treasures and rich stuffs of the Baudelairian voyage were, by 1900, a dream made real in the Belgian imperium; they arrived biweekly from the Congo and were unloaded from the carriers of the MatadiAntwerp line.
As products of the world poured into Belgium, the staggering profits they yielded enabled the king to rebuild Brussels as an architectural Gesamtkunstwerk, the stage set of a global empire. Leopold II harbored lifelong ambitions to embellish the capital, and he coveted the monumental grandeur of Napoleon III's Paris. Until 1900 his architectural projects were thwarted by municipal rules and lack of funds; with his personal treasury flush with Congo revenue, Leopold had free rein to construct lavish buildings, parkways, and palaces for Belgium. 14 As master builder-"le Roi Bâtisseur," as he was and still is affectionately called by some-King Leopold assembled in a short period a startling array of monumental structures whose styles spanned the cultures and empires of the world and permanently marked the built environment in Belgium. At his Brussels estate at Laeken, Leopold planned renovations explicitly designed to outdo Louis XIV's Versailles. Enormous greenhouses contained flora from every corner of the globe; a separate, soaring structure was built specifically for the colossal palms of the Congo jungles. Young Victor Horta spent his apprenticeship working in the office of Alphonse Balat, the architect in charge of creating the king's iron-and-glass towers for the astonishing specimens from his new African domain. 15 The surrounding parkland was not neglected: Leopold imported teams of artisans to reconstruct a large-scale disassembled Japanese tower and a Chinese pavilion that he purchased at the Paris Exhibition of 1900. 16 And Leopold's massive Congo profits subsidized the completion of his pet project for Belgium: a triumphal arch, conceived to triple a Constantinian precedent in size and to exceed the scale of Berlin's Brandenburg Gate. 17 The massive middle arch created an imposing architectural link between the city of Brussels and the king's property at Tervuren. Its central columns framed a dramatic sightline that terminated at another colossal structure under way in 1905 to celebrate the ravenous reach of the new Belgian imperialism: the Royal Congo Museum, now known as the Royal Museum for Central Africa.
The Royal Congo Museum forms a site of vital and unexplored connections between the modernist artists of art nouveau and their distinctive national culture of imperial Belgium. Bold experiments in artistic synthesis flourished in the Belgian art nouveau movement that sought a new unity of art and craft, architecture and design, liberated from history and tradition. The unprecedented economic prosperity and overseas expansionism of fin-de-siècle Belgium provided progressive artists such as Victor Horta, Henry van de Velde, and Paul Hankar with elite patrons and some budgets awash in Congo dividends. But these artists' creative consciousnesses were also vitalized by the sudden and successful Congo venture, and they shared the exhilaration of their contemporaries, as well as some of the collective derangement, over the fact that their small, new, and neutral nation had "acquired" one-thirteenth of the African continent and had been summoned as the headquarters of what the first museum director called in 1910 an "invasive civilizationism" powered by financial combines, railroad tracks, and grateful natives.
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In 2005 the Tervuren museum mounted an exhibition, La mémoire du Congo, le temps colonial, that attempted to confront for the very first time the brutal history of Belgium in the Congo, long suppressed in what had become the pivotal institution of official national denial and the most visible and provocative embodiment of "the great forgetting":
19 King Leopold II's museum, opened in 1910 and never renovated. The exhibit, which will be discussed in Part II of this article as flawed and evasive, nonetheless provided an opportunity to see some of the rarely visible collections and to refocus attention on the history of the museum, art nouveau, and the imperial culture of fin-de-siècle Belgium during the period of the Congo Free State. The new context of the 2005 exhibition provoked me to notice, and begin to study in depth, the profound and inextricable ties, long unexamined, between the Belgian arts and artists of the Gesamtkunstwerk and the patrons, policies, violence, and even the expressive forms of Congo imperialism.
The Belgian case requires that we look anew at the impulses to totality in finde-siècle modernism and modernity. Here, two registers coexist: the Wagnerian legacy of art and revolution and the Leopoldian spectacle of art and empire. Belgian art nouveau artists, responding to both legacy and spectacle, mobilized expressive forms of totality in two simultaneous directions: toward capacious inclusiveness, idealism, and utopian harmony, to be realized in a new community, and toward voracious entitlement to earthly bounty, to be fulfilled through a universalizing reliance on technological hubris and "armored cosmopolitanism." 20 It is this complex and fascinating interaction of an avant-garde quest for unity and a national drive for global incorporation and imperial domination that shaped the founding of the Royal Congo Museum and inspired the art nouveau artists drawn to it. The 2005 exhibition allowed this untold story to come into focus after a "great forgetting" in both Belgian and art history.
The Elephant in the Room: Art Nouveau, Style Congo, "Free State" Empire at a Distance Some of the important and rarely displayed art nouveau objects-ivory sculptures and Congo wood furnishings personally commissioned by King Leopold II-were showcased in Brussels in 2005 for the 175th anniversary of Belgian independence. These objects exemplify a complex and understudied mix of 6-7) . 22 The piece was created on the occasion of the 1897 Brussels World's Fair, when the king sponsored a large-scale exhibition of the Congo Free State on the grounds of his Tervuren estate. An entry Hall of Honor greeted visitors with a display of a group of more than eighty chryselephantine sculptures. This new genre of sculpture, which featured a mix of ivory and precious metals, aimed to revitalize the lost Flemish art of ivory carving by going back to classical precedents; its practitioners rejected early modern miniaturism for the heft and solemnity of the ivory and gold figures that had guarded the temples of imperial Rome. King Leopold gave the artists free ivory for the 1897 works, and he provided free Congo hardwoods to the group of art nouveau designers who created the display cases and interior installations in the pavilion. Dispersed and confined to storerooms, some of these objects have begun to resurface.
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The Wolfers sculpture, hailed in 2005 as a treasure of national design, symbolizes a ferocious battle between barbarism, in the form of a snake-headed dragon, and civilization, represented by a swan -a creature familiar from the fin-de-siècle repertoire of world-weary languor but unfamiliar in the attitude shown here: Wolfers gives us a militant swan, with mighty wings in full swell and a lethal open beak ready to snap and crack. The double set of metallic wings envelops Africa, embodied by a lily-carved elephant tusk open at one end for a practical purpose: it was originally designed to hold a scroll bearing hundreds of signatures of Flemish and Walloon elites from the worlds of business, manufacturing, politics, and the military honoring the secretary of state of the Congo Free State, Edmond Van Eetvelde. 24 Profits from imports of Congo ivory, wild rubber, and palm oil traded by Belgian companies had soared to astonishing heights between 1888 and 1897 (stock dividends returned, on average, more than 220 percent from 1892 to 1897), and the sculpture was presented as a tribute to King Leopold's talented and loyal associate. 25 With the scroll packed into the open tusk, it formed a reverse cornucopia.
Commentators of 1897 praised the interaction of the delicate ivory and the rigid silver wrapping in which it nestled. But a close view of the object, looking inside the hollow, shows that the ivory is secured by other means-it is punctured, clamped and bolted in place ( fig. 8) . The violent handling of the artist's materials corresponds to the theme of combat depicted in the sculpture and evokes some of the brutality of its origins. Reclaimed to public view in 2005, the Wolfers sculpture captures, with unwitting clarity, the thanatal history of Belgium in the Congo: civilizers in the process of becoming the barbarians they were summoned to destroy. fig. 9 ). 26 At first glance, the Athena-inspired figure appears to be a variant of the "femme fatale." It is reminiscent of another venerated goddess transformed by distinctively modern dilemmas: Gustave Klimt's Pallas Athena of 1898 ( fig. 10 ). The locked gaze and reflecting glare of Klimt's forbidding Secessionist figure disrupts classical precedent with confrontation and provocation. In one hand she grasps a spear, and with the other she holds up to the viewer a conspicuously naked "nuda veritas" with an empty mirror, emblems of the rebellion-both oedipal and sexual-that marked the crisis of Viennese liberalism. 27 Van der Stappen's Mysterious Sphinx is not a sexual warrior exposing the truth but an imperial warrior guarding a secret. Chased silver breastplate and helmet encase an ivory body; ferocious companions-a devouring serpent below and a voracious bird above-redouble the defenses. Van der Stappen's Sphinx departs from the convention of the three-quarter sculpture portrait, forming a figure curiously cut through the bust, just below the shoulder. Two and a half points, the rounded tips of three separate elephant tusks, were shaped into component parts for the woman's face, hair, and upper body: the sculpture is an unusually large composition in the medium. 28 Critics in 1897 applauded the sculptor's ingenuity in devising the fitted silver armor to disguise the splits and joins of the composite but divided assemblage inside. A distinctive challenge of the medium of ivory is that even small-scale figure carving requires multiple tusk pieces. The contiguous parts are visible on the surface of the bodies, especially the arms, as gaps and slits; one example of these can be seen along the arms in The Snake Charmer, exhibited in the 1897 Hall of Honor and now in the new Brussels museum gallery ( fig. 11 ). The quality of the chryselephantine genre, writers explained, lay in the artist's skill in concealing the joins and cuts on the ivory surfaces with the metal overlay. In the case of the Mysterious Sphinx, Van der Stappen had discovered an unusual and dramatic solution, as Fernand Khnopff commented at the time: the silver wraparound from head to bust combined "the armor and the head-piece" "in such a way that the metal and the ivory are united without a join being seen in any part." 29 Octave Maus, another admirer, concluded his tribute by noting that the dextrous handling of the materials afforded the creation of a larger-thanusual figural form, with large ivory pieces secured by the silver chasing, and that by using this technique Van der Stappen had managed to "evade" or "avoid" altogether ("esquiva") the problem of joins that bedeviled artists in the delicate and difficult medium of ivory sculpture. 30 The art nouveau ivory Sphinx beckons, fingers to lips, and elicits complicity in silence. In 1897 she was positioned in the chryselephantine Hall of Honor near a large bust of King Leopold and set on a plinth of Congo wood designed by Henry van de Velde. 31 Yet her secret was already out in two ways. Writers of the period highlighted the interaction of violence and disguise in the composition; they understood that the Sphinx was an aggressor-feral guards and all-with an injured body. Artists working their materials and critics exploring the genre confronted how the form functioned by hiding the split-apart component parts of tusks in the fitted casing of metal armor. Her larger secret-rule by force and unbounded extraction in the Congo Free State that had supplied the artist's materials-was also out in the open in 1897; news of mutinies by native soldiers, trials of officers' atrocities, and evidence of severed hands had been publicized in Belgium and the international press for more than two years.
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With the return of the ivories to public view since 2005, new awareness of the long-suppressed imperial history and colonial memory of Belgium and the Congo compels us to attend to the way the art nouveau objects embody violence and disguise, breaking and breaking through. In the opulent and dazzlingly lit new galleries in the Brussels museum, Wolfers's Civilization and Barbarism appears with its ferocious battlers and punctured skin and bolts; the Mysterious Sphinx looms with imperfections and injuries, showing a face and neck riddled with cracks, slitted gaps between helmet and head, and a bust line curiously cut; and figures like The Snake Charmer, Saint John the Baptist, and Surprise engage us with exposed seams where limbs, like puzzle pieces, attach. Wolfers's Spring, in the form of a nubile and milky-white female nude, summons viewers' eyes to a series of visible ivory plugs, like circles of caulking, on the legs, back, and haunches of the bending figure (fig. 12 ). These plugs are the sites, we are told, where the nerves of the elephant's tooth had left their marring marks-gaping holes that needed cover.
The reappearance of the ivories offers us the space for a new historical understanding-the space to explore how artists of the 1890s and their public came to glorify a new visual form as an apotheosis of imperial triumph and the wonders and profusion of Africa. The return of the objects also provides an opportunity for contemporary history and criticism-an occasion to suggest how the ivories in their materiality compose a gallery of wounded objects, reminding us of the violence of their origins and the psychic costs of repressing them. Belgian art nouveau now looks very different to me than it did before 2005, and the specifically Congo style of the 1890s and its coherence as a distinctively imperial form of modernism can now be identified. One element of an unsuspected Congo lexicon in Van de Velde's visual style unifies all phases of his artistic career and reveals an imperial coherence to Belgian art nouveau: elephantine shapes and motifs. From his first major commission in the Brussels Otlet House to his projects in Paris, Berlin, Chemnitz, and Weimar, elephants are anywhere and everywhere in the rooms he designed, and in every medium of expression ( fig. 15 ). Hidden in plain sight, they form a peculiarly Belgian imperial synecdoche-reducing to a stylized and aesthetic pattern the jungle animal familiar to Belgians and to Van de Velde only through the tusks, body bones, and crania shipped out to Antwerp as precious commodities and for museum and exhibition display.
As a resident of Antwerp and a constant visitor to the port beginning in the 1870s, Van de Velde inhabited the city just as it was emerging as an imperial hub, and he was surrounded by the sudden profusion of products from Africa that swelled the giant cargo ships sailing to its shores. 34 The explorer literature that propelled his brother Willy to leave Belgium and join Stanley in Central Africa surely also filled Henry van de Velde's imagination, as it did that of many of his contemporaries. The widely read books by Georg August Schweinfurth and by Stanley, for example, recorded their writers' astonishment not only at the massive tangles of wild rubber vines but also at the colossal palms and other "luxuriant" gigantic plants, like the elephant ear fern, Platycerium elephantotis ( fig.  16 ). 35 Even more impressive were what appeared to Stanley and explorers from Belgium to be the seemingly infinite supply of elephant herds and their "most valuable product": ivory. Stanley's book on the new Congo Free State ruled by King Leopold included a final chapter in which he provided product forecasts, with this comment about one region, the Upper Congo: 17) . 37 In the year before the exhibition, when King Leopold and Secretary Van Eetvelde were offering ivory to artists in an effort to renew the Flemish chryselephantine tradition, artists throughout Belgium traveled to the harbor to choose pieces to use. A photograph of Phillipe Wolfers in his studio shows a tusk laid along the floor while the artist prepares a work in progress. Van de Velde and his colleagues in 1890s Belgium were encountering elephants galore in the form of extracted parts from giant heads.
Van de Velde's particular world of ivory tusk glut gave rise to two evident habits. First, the tusks were treated both with great casualness and as trophies of voracious acquisition. At the Antwerp World's Fair the curving tusks could be seen strewn about display tables; they held table covers in place and jutted out haphazardly from one room to the next. At the Tervuren Congo exhibition of 1897, the tusks acted as banister posts in some areas and substitute doorposts in others, while some of the most massive were displayed, to dramatic effect, as attractions in their own right. 38 The abundance of ivory from the giant beasts subdued to supply it also gave shape to a flamboyant genre, the elephant tusk trophy mount. In 1890, Stanley visited Brussels to receive a hero's welcome after rescuing Emin Pasha, the governor of Equatoria. At the banquet in his honor, held at the Stock Exchange, Congolese spears decorated the walls, and an enormous centerpiece of foliage sprouted four hundred elephant tusks. 39 The centerpiece format, with excess trimmed and tusk sizes staggered to create a rounded V shape, reappeared in a Royal Congo Museum gallery; one room and its arrangement, seen in photographs through the 1930s, was called the Ivory Trophy. The mount resembles a macabre headdress, evocative of both the jungle animal and the chiefs who submitted to King Leopold's dominion ( fig. 18 ).
The profusion of tusks competed with a second type of extraction that filled Van de Velde's world. A robust trade in the giant skulls of elephants, with tusks attached, expanded to a niche market with the Congo Free State and continued for decades; skulls were exhibited in trade fairs, world's fairs, and museums. 40 In 1910, in the inaugural galleries of the Royal Congo Museum, for example, the Hall of Mammals contained an open mount of two outsized crania, with tusks protruding, and around it full-size taxidermic creatures from the junglea giraffe, a rhinoceros, an okapi, among others-marched along. 41 An intact baby elephant was positioned with trunk aloft, mouth open, and ears aswoop just two stations behind the adult cranial elephant set. The habit of pairing a stuffed baby body and a giant, stripped-to-the-bone head and tusks appeared again in the Ghent World's Fair of 1913. Through 2005 the Tervuren museum extended part of this early imperial legacy of exultant exhibitionism; on display, unencased, were a gargantuan elephant cranium with teeth, as well as cases of huge tusks, resembling those "fifty pounds" of weight described by Stanley, with their inventory labels marked along their base.
Van de Velde's design oeuvre includes some objects in the medium of ivory, although they are scattered in disparate places and collections and have received little attention. They include tea set handles, napkin rings, and a set of letter openers: elegant and diminutive articles with graceful art nouveau curves and lines ( fig. 19 ). The opener on the right, with the rounded crossover, exemplifies Van de Velde's structural ornament with design carved into the skin, fusing shape and material in an integral surface.
More interesting than these objects of overt imperial origin-objects that Van de Velde carved out of elephant-ivory-as-medium-is the expressive form of the elephant itself, which colonized Van de Velde's creative consciousness. An unexplored key to his artistic practice is the way Van de Velde transposes into an abstract but unmistakable design pattern the fragments of elephants that brought the distant Congo near to his experience in fin-de-siècle Belgium: the elephant as head, ears, trunk, and tusks.
The large space for Van de Velde's stained-glass window in the 1894 Otlet House is filled with a pair of oversized upswept ears around a middle panel, where head, tusks, and elongated trunk come into focus (see fig. 15 ). Colored rose and deep red wood from the Congo form the luxuriant surfaces of the Otlet mansion. A second early interior design by Van de Velde shows a ceramic tile and glass mosaic fireplace set in with a pair of tusks along the front ( fig. 20) . Another work, a large desk, is framed on each side by carved wood arcs like ivory horns that mark the shape of some of Van de Velde's chairs as well ( fig. 21) .
The desk bears a stained-glass backing that again suggests a dual swoop of ears, protruding tusks, and a center trunk.
The same types of elephant reductions migrate to the surfaces of Van de Velde's early work in all media, from graphic designs and leather bookbindings to rugs, jewelry, and the yokes and bodices of embroidered women's clothing. On the colorful leather skin of a book cover, for example, tusklike forms and a splayed pair of stretched-out earlike forms frame the middle section ( fig. 22 ). Another book cover, produced for a volume to honor Edmond Van Eetvelde in 1897 (just as the Wolfers ivory sculpture was produced to honor him), presents wavy tusks with a flap wing surround that is reminiscent of bulky ears. 42 When Van de Velde created a signature stamp for his early furniture and design studio near Brussels, the letters of his name, HVDV, mutated into a simple curving shape resembling the ears, head, and flexible trunk of the elephant ( fig. 23) . 43 A petite gilded pendant of 1897 has shiny red eyes peeking out near flanking curves of ears and the slender lines of tusks ( fig. 24 ). And in Van de Velde's women's clothingdesigned to relieve the body of cumbersome ornament-linear arabesques drape the wearer's back in the shape of the double ears and trunk of a stylized elephant ( fig. 25 ). The printed illustration that Van de Velde created for a 1900 manifesto he wrote with his wife for this type of modern fashion, Die künstlerische Hebung der Frauentracht, may appear to represent the hourglass shape of a woman's body, but it takes its place and form in a consistent repertoire of elephantine motifs, with canopied ear flaps and slenderized proboscises ( fig. 26 ).
When Van de Velde worked outside Belgium, and in his later years, the elephant followed. In the 1901 Paris shop of La Maison moderne, curving V-shaped wood slats resembling ivory horns jut out from the walls and table displays while an overdoor frame in arcing wood creates a canopy of outsized ears with head between, a looming elephant entry to the next room. 44 In Berlin, the booths in an elite men's barbershop have wood-framed canopies like large ear flaps; repeating pairs of upturned white tusks decorate the upper walls. 45 At the Villa Esche in Chemnitz, Van de Velde's major commission in 1906, an open-plan entry hall is lit from above by an expansive skylight whose leaded glass takes the shape of the double ears, head, and elongated trunk of an elephant, reduced to elemental form ( fig. 27 ).
Finally, elephants are lurking and visible in the rooms that Van de Velde created for one of his heroes, Friedrich Nietzsche, at Weimar. A book cover for Nietzsche's Dionysus Dithyramben etches again a three-part rounded structure evoking the head, ears, and trunk of an elephant. In the Nietzsche House itself the windows around a small platform, like the piano on the platform, show deft and clear elephantine motifs. The windows compose three areas of leaded glass whose compartments neatly fit the form of an elephant head. And the carved wood of the front of the piano displays two matching pendular shapes like ears, while a piano leg, as it tapers, assumes the shape of a slim descendant trunk ( fig. 28 ).
Even when Van de Velde reaches the circles of the German Werkbund and edges toward the Bauhaus, he remains tied to his ways of seeing and configuring the elephant. His title page for a 1925 publication about his Werkbund Exhibition Theater shows a simple motif that distills in rectilinear form the pattern of Van de Velde's distinctively Belgian imperial synecdoche-an elephant head, ears, and trunk detached from the body ( fig. 29) . Whether using curves, arabesques, or straight lines, Van de Velde never forgets his elephants, which he encountered in his culture in the dismembered profusion of Congo merchantables.
The elephant type appears in Victor Horta's visual language as well, and it forms an almost irresistible topos of Leopoldian fin-de-siècle Belgium. An abstracted elephant head, tusks projecting, appears in the walls of the Van Eetvelde dining room, along with trellis-like forms of Congo flora. 46 Horta's chair designs make up the double ears and trunk of the elephant, and the bedframe in his own residence shows a similar structure and repetitive motif (figs. [30] [31] . At his house and studio of 1898, now the Horta Museum, the bold and open plan includes a capacious dining room, composed with white enameled bricks, colored wood, and the exposed flourishes of iron pillars. The spacious stretch of the room draws the viewer back to garden views through open frames, accented by sweeping overdoor canopies: on each side pressed and colored wood, set off from the bright whiteness of the enameled brick, hangs in billowed shapes like huge kidney beans-or elephant ears ( fig. 32) . The hollow airiness of the dining room, its expansive hulk of space, and its lure to the eye to move through the open frame with its pendulous posts evoke an imaginary crossing into the cavity of an elephant's body.
Such an idea was not so far off from Horta's world and experience, or from Van de Velde's, since both were set in the peculiar space of Belgium's empire of extraction and projection. Horta, for example, had lobbied Secretary Van Eetvelde unsuccessfully to hire him to build the pavilion for the Tervuren Congo exhibition of 1897; it could be disassembled after the fair, Horta suggested, and sent off to be used as a Congo Free State government edifice in Africa. 47 In 1898, Horta did receive the commission to build a Congo pavilion for the Paris World's Fair of 1900. His drawings show an iron-and-glass frame over a broad, tiered set of multiple and interconnecting structures. But before the fair, King Leopold canceled the plan, alarmed that the pavilion's size and scale would attract too much attention and "arouse the jealousy of other nations" amidst the growing Congo scandals. 48 In Horta's drawings the pavilion partly resembles Balat's greenhouses, the formative works of his early mentor. 49 One of them a drawing of the facade and orthographic projection reveals that the shape of an elephant is the pivot of the plan; the shape looms through and can be seen Fig. 34a (top clearly on the page. The elephant here was not in the room; it was the room, and it gave a fitting spatial form to the fictional state and empire at a distance that swelled Belgium and sustained its art nouveau ( fig. 33 ). In one of his many books celebrating the abundance of the Congo and its potential for Belgian economic benefit and cultural progress (this one from 1890), Wauters paid tribute to the ingenuity, "versatility," and "artistic faculty" evident in the architecture of the Monbuttoo people identified, discussed, and illustrated by the German explorer Dr. Georg August Schweinfurth, whose two-volume book The Heart of Africa, published in 1874, was widely known in Belgium. 52 Wauters singled out for discussion the wondrous great hall in the palace of King Munza: a hollowed-out open building "a hundred feet long, fifty feet wide, and forty feet high," whose vaulted roof and vast span, "supported by rows of polished wood pillars," was "not unlike the central portion of a large railway station" (fig. 34a) . 53 The palace, which is illustrated in Schweinfurth's book and described by Wauters, does indeed show striking affinities not only with the architecture of European railway stations but with the foundational structures of modernist structural innovation in architecture-the Galerie des Machines and Horta's own Maison du Peuple of 1895-96 ( fig. 34b ). The interaction of Horta and Wauters in their Freemason lodge, as well as their common immersion in the Congo subculture of empire at a distance in fin-de-siècle Belgium, suggests that making sense of Horta's stylistic development requires that we make room for King Munza on the roster of his better-known inspirations, Gustave Eiffel and Eugène Viollet-le-Duc, and that there is an early, and unrecognized, African lineage of international modernism in architecture. 54 
Putting the Whip Back in "Whiplash Style"
Van de Velde and Horta defined the distinctive linear dynamism of their version of art nouveau in two ways. First, they employed a linear thrust of nature conceived as a structural form. Divested of the organic fragility, foliation, or ornamentation typical of other national variants of emerging modern design styles, their style was famously captured in Horta's statement that he sought "the stalk [la tige]," not the bud or "the flower [la fleur]" (fig. 35) . 55 Second, they characterized the art nouveau line as mobile and directional, "a line of force" with the physics of a whip, what was called a "coup de fouet" or "whiplash style" ( fig. 36 ; see figs. 13, 14, 39). 56 But why was it called that, and why then? Art historians have long applauded Van de Velde and Horta as "pioneers of modern design," but they all agree that the specific timing and exact sources of this uniquely Belgian structural variant of stylistic innovation remain "a mystery" and a puzzle. 57 Bringing Belgian imperialism back to the center of the story solves part of the mystery. My research shows that the whiplash style provides visual equivalents of two foundational elements of the regime in the Congo Free State: the rugged, relentless, and sinuous coils of the Congo's wild rubber vines, hailed as "vegetable boas" with "veins of gold," and the imperial chicotte, the long flogging whip at the center of Leopold's rule. 58 The lianes were the essence of nature as structural, described in 1892, for example, as bearing a "primary stalk [la tige principale]" of formidable thickness ("12-15 centimeters in diameter") and a myriad of smaller vines and creepers "dividing and subdividing" as they propelled up, ramped across, and swooped down, attaching to nearby trees and hooking around branches with the "fixity" and pliancy of "tendons" and with "extraordinary tenacity" (see fig. 2 ). 59 It was through the lianes that the rubber gum flowed. Flowers were rare, and the large leaves grew sparsely; the "succulent" fruit they offered up, as noted earlier, took the form of stemmed and bulbous orange gourds that nestled among the tangled cables (see fig. 3 ). 60 I can see Van de Velde's enigmatic pastel, the so-called Decoratieve plantencompositie of 1893, only as an evocative rubber vine ( fig. 37) . This large-scale image in the Kröller-Müller Museum was a last attempt by Van de Velde at canvas representation as he wrestled with the end of figurative language and turned definitively to the applied arts. It is often seen as a crucial breakthrough to abstraction, along with Paul Gauguin's Vision of the Sermon and some landscapes by Vincent van Gogh, who, together with Georges Seurat, was a hero of Van de Velde's. 61 The Van de Velde pastel has perplexed art historians and others because of its curious shapes and colored composition and lack of a definitive top and bottom-it can be turned in a number of directions and still appear upright. The bulky orange fruit of the image has been compared to an engorged breast; I see it as part of a rubber vine swollen with milky latex. The visible stem and gourd resemble closely those with coarse skin and "savory pulp" that writers said the Congo natives enjoyed. And the sinuous cord and adhering wraparound, "dividing and subdividing," echo the "tendon"-like firmness and multiple, and multiplying, curves of the Congo forests that contemporaries noted were draped with the vines that were the source of the wondrous "caoutchouc."
The rubber vines, indeed, offered a fitting object by which to explore the mysterious world that Van de Velde and his symbolist contemporaries aimed to capture. For Europeans, nature in the Congo transcended quotidian reality: it was a realm of the "non-natural" and the supernatural; it was wild, rampant, indeterminate, and infinite. It had, in other words, some of the very qualities sought by those yearning to set sail, in Gauguin's words, for the phantom ship of the dream, released from contingent reality. 62 But this dream, as has been emphasized, was made real in the unique and historically specific environment of the Leopoldian imperium in Belgium.
The rubber vines of the distant jungle, brought near, embodied a quintessential quality of symbolist abstraction: the liane interiorized its own essence and value, hid its treasure beyond the surface of appearances. Unlike verdant trees or plants with charming flora, the Congo vine, according to an early imperial botanist, "does not exteriorize its life"; it keeps its core away from view. 63 "Externalizing the Idea" rather than seeing nature "through the eyes of a temperament" was the common quest of all artists in the circles of avant-garde symbolism, including Van de Velde. 64 In the caoutchouc of the Congo, Van de Velde discovered a type of nature-with arabesque curves, limitless forms, and secret, fluid purity-that corresponded closely to his artistic experiments beyond realism, and he formalized it, a liane and an orange gourd, in the structural and structuring lines and shapes of his 1893 pastel.
The distinctive features of Congo nature also infuse Horta's stylistic innovations. In the Tassel House of 1893, for example, architectural interiors are vitalized by evocative forms of the Congo lianes (see fig. 14) . Aerial tendrils and creepers like the lianes aériennes wind, project, and clamber along the walls, stairs, iron pillars, and banisters; a rugged, upended trunk appears in the mural's corner, with lacing "tendons" wrapping around and moving through the thicker core (see fig. 35 ). In the octagonal court, or Winter Garden, of the Van Eetvelde Housewhich period photographs show with coiling iron lamps, now missing-the inner space is activated by the curving and propulsive iron columns, which echo a sinuous movement of the tangling and scandent vines (see fig. 13 ). 65 Like the Congo lianes, Horta's flowerless stalks are pliable but forceful. In every medium of expression, from mosaic to stone or carved wood to painted mural, we see a coherent pattern of aggressive movement and tenacious fix, of a linear form that laps over and latches on (figs. [38] [39] [40] . This is not the "slip and slide" of art nouveau's aqueous life forms, fragile floral sweeps, and liquefying waves derided as Style nouille (noodle style), but a design language of cleave, wrap, and grip. And at the edge of Horta's curves and branched spirals is what has been called his distinctive architectural signature: a "crochet," the visible hook in arrested motion. 66 The "fork-branched" splay and hook were also the identifying characteristics of the Congo lianes. 67 If Van de Velde's and Horta's Style Congo transposes the elephant and the rubber vine into the new key of art nouveau, the whiplash courses through Belgian modernism with another unexplored set of meanings and resonance: the coup de fouet forms a visual equivalent of the lacing drive of the imperial chicotte, the flogging whip. Corporal punishment in the form of flogging, with a raw "sundried hippopotamus hide, cut into a long sharp-edged corkscrew strip," was a regularized form of "military discipline" applied in the Congo Free State from its inception. Up to one hundred lashes to prone and bare-bottomed victims was stipulated, and the penalties were recorded in a special officer's book and enacted in a public ritual, intended to inspire terror in the communities forced to watch them. 68 The sound of the whip was particularly memorable. In 1922 a senator in the Belgian Parliament, M. Fraiture, demanded an end to what he described as this "veritable torture." Recalling the power of the chicotte whose use he had witnessed, Fraiture told his colleagues that the whip's release "splits the air and one can hear from two hundred and fifty meters away the crack of leather cutting the flesh" (fig. 41) . 69 King Leopold, Lieutenant Colonel Liebrechts, and Secretary of State Van Eetvelde all affirmed the necessity for "force"-"the supreme sanction of law"-in civilizing a region marred by centuries of barbarism and "sanguinary customs." 70 Though not eager to have the chicotte publicized in the press (in 1893, Van Eetvelde reprimanded an officer who discussed this punishment in the Brussels newspaper La Réforme), the secretary remained resolute in his belief that unusual tactics of discipline and punishment were required to rule a country that lacked a tax or prison system. 71 In 1904, at the height of the revelations of atrocities and national and international criticism of Congo policies, Van Eetvelde wrote to Leopold that "those who criticize the taking of hostages do not know what they are talking about: one should simply call it an imprisonment of people who do not pay their taxes and the whole matter no longer sounds extraordinary. I have never ceased to recommend the necessity of the measure." 72 While many assume that the floggings in the Congo were not openly known in fin-de-siècle Belgium, whip and whiplash were topics of contemporary debate and representation, part of a cultural system of empire at a distance that came rippling back from Africa. In the work of Van de Velde and Horta, those ripples generated creative transformations of elephants and wild lianes, but they also left traces of specific forms of violence that accompanied the founding and governance of the Congo Free State. In June 1885, for example, the cover of a short-lived Brussels journal critical of King Leopold's new African empire, Le Moniteur du Congo, showed an engraving of a painting by a former officer-explorer, Lieutenant Édouard Manduau, entitled Civilization in the Congo. The inscription and the image display unequivocally what constituted civilization: a justice of the peace is seen writing in a punishment book while a native officer wields a chicotte, the "lash made out of twisted hippopotamus skin," onto the bloodied back of a restrained prisoner ( fig. 42 ). 73 Contemporary discussions of the chicotte and the Congo circulated in books and articles and informed public events. For example, Victor Arnoud, a liberal politician and writer, openly addressed in 1891 the problems and the ultimate merits of the hippo-hide fouet. He echoed some shared assumptions for justifying it-that without a prison system or a way to exact and collect fines in the form of money, natives had to be taught discipline and obedience in the civilizing process. Even Europeans, Arnoud concluded, were themselves barely fifty years away from using the lash to beat their own children. 74 Closer to Van de Velde's and Horta's experience-since both were actively linked to radical Worker Party politics and social circles-was a three-week, menting on its use in Belgian publications after returning from travel in the Congo Free State. 76 Van de Velde's and Horta's line of force, with its twisting aerial curves, integrally links the architectural whiplash style to the imperial culture in which it flourished. Horta's Van Eetvelde House configures the lianes and the lash in the very center of Leopold's regime-in "the Congo State House" of Brussels, residence of its chief administrator. Horta's impressive design for Van Eetvelde sets him in the rubber coils; Horta discovers spatial forms to express both the astonishing richness of the Congo jungle and the tools required to extract it (see fig. 4 ).
Here the modernist's signature crochet, the hook with its lacerating tip, registers, not audacity and energy, but aggression and conquest ( fig. 43) . The curling and propulsive iron columns of the octagonal court simulate the rugged and relentless intertwining of the Congo lianes while the convulsive rhythms of the whiplash forms reveal the release, crack, and snap of the imperial whip, returning to sender (see figs. 13 and 44).
Decorative arts and architecture, then-the visibly bolted and conspicuous gaps on the bodies of the Congo ivories and the spatial designs of coup de fouetsuggest that stylistic forms of modernism in Belgium expressed a displaced encounter with a distant, but encroaching, imperial violence-the return of the repressor in visual form.
The voice of Van de Velde needs to be heard in this regard. Recalling the eruption of modern line and the breakthrough to art nouveau in the 1890s, he writes: "During the fin-de-siècle, Horta, . . . Serrurier and I . . . revitalized line, at almost the same time, in nearly the same place. We seized line like one seizes a whip. A whip whose sonorous cracks accompanied our adventurous course, and whose blows lashed the skin of an indolent public." 77 The intensity and graphic specificity of Van de Velde's ideas of linear force carry a uniquely and irreducibly imperial meaning and resonance. .) The year 1896 also brought new attention to the workings and brutality of the remote Free State administration after a decorated Belgian army officer working in the Congo as a district manager, Captain Hubert Lothaire, executed a British citizen and employee of a German trading company, Charles Stokes, for encroaching on ivory trading "legally" reserved exclusively for the king's domain. Lothaire became the first state functionary to be investigated and put on trial for his actions, although he was acquitted with alacrity both in Boma and in Brussels, and he was even lauded for his loyal and conscientious application of Congo Free State policy against "trespassers." One result of the Lothaire/Stokes affair was an increase in press coverage of and attention to the Congo abuses, although a formidable counteroffensive in the form of King Leopold's "Press Bureau" managed to deflect and deny criticism for almost a decade by bribing journalists outright and by repeatedly suggesting that evidence of Free State violence was exaggerated and that it consisted of self-serving myths created by covetous British traders and slanderous Protestant missionaries or the aberrant acts of a few individuals deranged by jungle fever and isolation. The phaseology of the growing national and international awareness of the Congo regime after 1895, as well as a discussion of the critical role of the press, can be found in Jules Marchal On the structure, plans, and building of the new gargantuan arch, see Rainieri, "Léopold II," and Rainieri, Léopold II urbaniste; the latter includes a rare photograph of the 1880 incomplete arch with missing middle that was the dismembered gateway to Brussels for twenty-five years. Edmond Van Eetvelde, the brilliantly devious and loyal administrator of King Leopold's "red rubber" regime, is the pivotal and understudied figure who operationalized the king's vision of a distant empire as a commercial enterprise. Called back from Calcutta as a young diplomat after catching the king's eye with a prescient report on extending Belgium's railway matériel and investments into the Far East, Van Eetvelde directed his formidable skills and implacable manner toward negotiating favorable terms for Free State frontiers at the Conference of Berlin in 1884. He worked tirelessly to secure numerous loans from Parliament in 1887, 1890, and later, despite the conditions set by the 1885 "union personnelle," which stipulated no national funding. (And he colluded in backdating King Leopold's will to bequeath the Congo to Belgium in 1890 to prevent its being read as a quid pro quo in exchange for the valuable and no-interest loans of that year, which it was.)
As the king's closest and most steadfast advocate, Van Eetvelde helped devise, enforce, and defend the two critical elements of the Congo Free State as an empire of extraction: the bonus system, in which state agents were paid low salaries augmented by cash commissions in proportion to the quantity and low cost of production, especially the quantity and cost of collecting and exporting rubber; and the domainal system, in which all open and unclaimed land, or "terres vacantes," was declared the property of the state, that is, the king's property. The decree of 1885 enabled Leopold to maintain that the state was owed tax on all such land in the form of labor or products; here he relied on a feudal or domainal definition of royal entitlement to "harvest" resource-rich areas, deprive the natives of their own territory, and force them to work and turn over all yield. Leopold had proclaimed this domainal system by fiat in 1885, although he had not applied or enforced it. But in 1891-92, with the promise of wild rubber and the dextrous assistance of Van Eetvelde, he began to do so. Van Eetvelde helped provide the king with a crucial legal legitimation for his claims of domainal status by soliciting the advice of a group of eminent national jurists. He circulated a questionnaire (with highly leading questions), and the experts, including Félix Cattier and Edmond Picard, responded by approving the sound legal basis for the definition of the domainal "terres vacantes," by asserting that the king's property rights superseded requirements for free trade, and by endorsing the king's right to harvest and tax through products or labor. (On the surveying of the juridical community and the Van Eetvelde questionnaire, which has not received enough attention, see Vandervelde The sanctioning by law of the Congo as royal domainal property, in flagrant violation of the international free trade agreements of 1884, led to the creation of monopoly concessions for a small number of companies (Domaines privés), as well as a zone reserved exclusively for the king (Domaine de la couronne). This legal deformation of 1892, along with the bonus system, incentivized by cash, set in motion the frenzy of economic voracity that marked, and marred, the Free State regime, and Van Eetvelde was indispensable in creating both systems, although his role is often overlooked.
In 1897, when Van Eetvelde received the tribute of the model Wolfers sculpture and the gratitude of Belgian elites at the Tervuren Congo exhibition, he was at the pinnacle of his power and career. But he was also beset by daunting and unremitting challenges. Mounting evidence of atrocities in the Congo continued to accumulate after 1895, and the public exposure of "severed hands" had reached the Belgian press in 1896. Van Eetvelde was also embroiled in the sensitive diplomatic predicament after the German government demanded indemnity for the death of Charles Stokes (see note 9) as well as repayment for the loss of his ivory cache. Correspondence shows that German diplomats confronted Van Eetvelde with information about the bonus system, which he indignantly denied existed.
As chief officer and public face of the Congo Free State, Van Eetvelde mounted vigorous and pugilistic defenses of policy there, and in 1897, at the start of the exhibition, he gave an extensive interview to the press that revealed his gifts as a cunning and supple practitioner of public relations. Maneuvering in multiple directions to defuse criticism, Van Eetvelde pursued what Jean Stengers has identified as a dual strategy, with remarkably effective results. On the high ground, he acknowledged that the Congo Free State would respond with alacrity to any charges of abuses by state agents, and individuals would be punished. But Van Eetvelde also fiercely attacked the critics-he deflected the intensity of their criticism by maligning them and declaring their motives to be self-interested. Some he charged with being unpatriotic Belgians hostile to the institution of the monarchy; others, for being covetous British "calumniators" eager to claim Congo riches as their own by slurring a rival.
Evidence about Van Eetvelde's career and policies is scattered through contemporary accounts and secondary literature, and his archives have still not received systematic scrutiny. There is no biography of him that I know of. Jules Marchal's two books have many examples of Van Eetvelde's activities and correspondence, while FFSA, "Histoire de la colonisation belge," cites archival correspondence from Van Eetvelde of 1889 and 1892 (in the sections "Le domaine royal" and "Le recrutement") concerning bonus cash payments to agents for delivering natives to the Force publique, the state's native army, as well as "subsidies" to journalists for favorable articles. Adam Hochschild's book documents Van Eetvelde's letters to the king as they planned "children's colonies"-with kidnapped children-as crucial sources of labor for the Force publique. Jean Stengers's article on Van Eetvelde remains a foundational analysis, especially about the phases of his extraordinary career and the publicity he marshaled that kept the Free State protected at crucial junctures: Stengers, "Edmond Van Eetvelde," in Biographie coloniale belge, vol. 2 (Brussels, 1951), 327-53. Van Eetvelde was a complex, talented, ruthless, and overwrought man whose unwavering devotion to fulfilling the king's demands eventually broke his spirit, and he was rewarded for more than twenty years of service with a sudden dismissal in 1906, although he did go on in the decades following to become the financial wizard of railway expansion in Africa and China, ending his career where he began it as a young man, eager to export Belgian technological prowess across the globe. 
